








Midland 

OnePath 

Platform 

Efficiently Scale Investor Base and Raise More Capital 
OnePath is Midland's exclusive platform designed for investment sponsors to 

on-board retirement funds from individual investors. OnePath offers investors a 

simple, convenient way to place retirement funds into your private offering. 

The Challenge 
Fund managers often encounter a cumbersome process working 

with individual investors using capital from retirement accounts. 

► Connecting investors to custodians that allow private investments

► Ensuring investor opened and funded the retirement account

► Supplying subscription documents to the investor

► Delivering required documentation to the plan custodian to

make the investment

► Receiving status updates from the custodian relevant to

the investment in the account

The Solution 
Midland's proprietary OnePath portal delivers a simple online 

process for fund managers and investors. 

► Midland's "click to commit" technology provides fund managers a customized

link to connect investors to their offerings on Midland's secure portal.

► Using OnePath, investors can open a retirement account,

initiate the movement of their funds, and authorize an

investment into the fund.

► OnePath technology populates investment documents based

on a fund's unique details and the personal information

entered by the investor.

► The investor simply clicks to electronically sign documents

and approve the investment.
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•• 

One $100,000 Alternative Holding 

Fee 

Account 
Set up Fee 

Annual 
Asset Fee 

Annual 
Account Fee 

Transaction 
Fee 

First Year 

Midwest 

$50 

$350 

$100 

None 

$500 

Fee Comparison 

On Alternative 

Holdings 

East Coast West Coast 

$50 $50 

$450 $650 

None None 

$50 $95 

$550 $795 

Brokerage 401 (k) 

None 

None 

35-250 bps on
total AUM

None 

$350-$1 500+

Total** 

+Provided the custodian will hold the asset the client is looking to purchase. Alternatives are frequently
not held by large custodians because there is no commission involved in the sale or purchase of the asset.

**Total does not include any late fees or the full termination fee or same day rush fee. 

Last updated Jan. 2020 

Fees can be paid by the account owner or by the investment sponsor and split in any 

way that makes sense for the client and investment sponsor. 
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$50 

$325

None 

$125 

$475
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